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Abstract: To improve the living standards，economical efficiency and environmental protection of isolated islands，
remote areas and other areas with weak electric power facilities construction，a multi-source independent microgrid
system is studied，including diesel generators，photovoltaic power generation system，wind power generation system
and energy storage unit. Meanwhile，in order to realize the voltage and frequency stability control of AC bus of multi-
source microgrid，the virtual synchronous generator technology is introduced into the energy storage unit，and the
charge and discharge control of the energy storage battery are simulated as the control behavior characteristics of
synchronous motors，so as to provide damping and inertia support for the microgrid. The operation mode and control
principle of each energy subsystem are expounded and analyzed. The algorithm principle of virtual synchronous
generator and the control method of energy storage unit are given. Then，the working modes of the microgrid system
under different environmental conditions are analyzed，and the multi-source microgrid system simulation model is built
based on MATLAB /Simulink. The simulation results show that the microgrid system can run stably under different
working modes and the energy storage unit using the virtual synchronous generator technology can provide good
voltage and frequency support for the microgrid system. Finally，experiments verify the supporting function of energy
storage unit on the voltage and frequency of the microgrid system.
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0 Introduction

With the rapid development of technology and
economy，the level of electrification in China is con⁃
tinuously improving，but there are still tens of mil⁃
lions of people without electricity in remote moun⁃
tainous areas or islands. At the same time，China
has a large number of overseas construction projects
along the overseas“the Belt and Road”route，and
there may be negative factors，such as weak power
grid capacity，high oil price cost，or even double dis⁃
connection of oil and electricity，which put great
pressure on the duration of the project. These areas
have the disadvantages of long transmission distance
and high cost of grid extension，so it is necessary to

make use of renewable energy according to local
conditions and establish independent microgrid sys⁃
tem［1］.

Microgrid is a power system composed of dis⁃
tributed energy and load，which is an independent
controlled unit relative to the large power grid，and
can be operated in grid-connected or independent
mode［2］. However，due to the lack of large power
grid support，the main power source is needed to
provide stable voltage and frequency. The renew⁃
able energy（solar energy，wind energy，etc.） in
the microgrid is influenced by environmental fac⁃
tors，and the output power is intermittent and ran⁃
dom，which causes instantaneous power fluctuation
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in the operation of the microgrid system［3-4］. There⁃
fore，in addition to the main power source，the ener⁃
gy storage unit is usually required to realize the fast
response to instantaneous power fluctuation and
power peak shaving and valley filling［5］.

In recent years，a number of independent mi⁃
crogrid demonstration projects have been built at
home and abroad［6-8］. The EU-led More Microgrids
Project builds small-capacity microgrids through
photovoltaic systems and batteries on the Greek Is⁃
land of Kythnos，while Japan has built independent
microgrid demonstration projects on dozens of is⁃
lands. In 2009，China’s first independent renewable
energy power station was built in Dangan Island，
Zhuhai，to provide domestic and desalination elec⁃
tricity using solar，wind and wave energy. In 2011，
an independent microgrid system designed by Zheji⁃
ang Electric Power Research Institute was put into
use in Dongfushan Island，Zhejiang Province，with
the optimization goal of maximizing energy utiliza⁃
tion and battery life. Many achievements have also
been made in the theoretical research of independent
microgrid system. Ref.［9］established a wind-solar
storage microgrid system to realize seamless switch⁃
ing of off-grid operation，but did not give specific
modelling methods for each module. Ref.［10］estab⁃
lished the wind-solar-diesel storage microgrid sys⁃
tem，gave the modelling process of each module，
and verified the anti-interference ability of the sys⁃
tem through simulation，but did not consider the dif⁃
ferent working modes of the system. Ref.［11］stud⁃
ied the coordinated control between diesel engine
and energy storage system，and introduced droop
control into the energy storage system to alleviate
the long-term overcurrent problem of diesel engine.
However，distributed power sources in the above
mentioned literatures are all conventional grid-con⁃
nected converters，lacking inertia and damping，and
unable to provide excellent voltage and frequency
support for microgrid systems.

The power electronic interface of conventional
grid-connected converter weakens the inertia and
damping characteristics of microgrid and brings sta⁃
bility problems［12］. Therefore，some scholars put for⁃
ward the concept of virtual synchronous generator

（VSG）［13］，which makes the converter simulate the
inertia，primary frequency modulation and voltage
regulation characteristics of synchronous motors. At
present，VSG technology is mainly divided into cur⁃
rent control type and voltage control type［14］. Com⁃
pared with current-controlled VSG， voltage-con⁃
trolled VSG is more suitable for distributed weak
grid environment with high energy permeability［15］.
Refs.［16-17］ analyzed and verified the supporting
effect of VSG strategy on the stability of microgrid.
Ref.［18］introduced VSG technology into the charg⁃
ing pile of microgrid to make electric vehicles partici⁃
pate in primary and secondary frequency modulation
and improve the dynamic performance of microgrid.

In this context，this paper establishes an inde⁃
pendent multi-source microgrid system， including
diesel engine，photovoltaic power generation sys⁃
tem，wind power generation system，energy stor⁃
age unit and load system. Among them，the output
power of photovoltaic system and wind power gener⁃
ation system is greatly affected by the environment，
and the battery as the main power source needs
large capacity，so diesel engine is chosen as the
main power source to provide stable voltage and fre⁃
quency for the system. In the microgrid system，the
photovoltaic array of 30 kW is used in the photovol⁃
taic system， the doubly-fed induction machine is
used in the wind power system，the storage battery
is used in the energy storage unit，VSG technology
is introduced into the front bi-directional AC/DC
converter，and the voltage-controlled synchronvert⁃
er scheme［15］ is adopted，which can comprehensive⁃
ly simulate the electromagnetic characteristics，ro⁃
tor inertia，frequency regulation and voltage regula⁃
tion characteristics of the synchronous motor. The
main load characteristics are also taken into account
in the load system. In this paper，each subsystem of
the microgrid is theoretically studied，and the MAT⁃
LAB/Simulink simulation model is established. At
the same time，the simulation verification is carried
out according to different operation modes of the in⁃
dependent microgrid，and the response and support
performance of the energy storage unit to the volt⁃
age and frequency of the microgrid system is veri⁃
fied by experimental results.
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1 Microgrid System Architecture

The microgrid system studied in this paper is
an AC independent microgrid system，which does
not participate in grid connection. The microgrid
system makes full use of local renewable energy and
establishes multiple power modules to cooperate
with each other to realize the stable operation of the
microgrid. The structure of the microgrid system is
shown in Fig. 1. The main modules include diesel
power generation system，photovoltaic power gen⁃
eration system，wind power generation system，en⁃
ergy storage unit and load system. Diesel generator
system is the main power source，which provides
stable voltage and frequency for the microgrid sys⁃
tem. Photovoltaic power generation system and
wind power generation system are operated under
the maximum power point tracking（MPPT）mode.
The energy storage unit stores electricity when re⁃
newable energy sources are abundant and provides
power to the microgrid system when renewable en⁃
ergy sources are scarce. The load system is com⁃
posed of active and reactive loads.

1. 1 Diesel power generation system

Diesel power generation system operates as the
main power source，balancing power supply and
load consumption，and outputting 380 V/50 Hz AC
power. Fig. 2 shows the control diagram of the die⁃
sel generator system，where fref and f are the grid fre⁃
quency reference and actual grid frequency，and Vref

and V the grid voltage reference and actual grid volt⁃
age. The system consists of a diesel engine，a gover⁃
nor，a synchronous generator and an excitation regu⁃
lator. The governor detects the frequency signal，ad⁃
justs the output power of the synchronous generator
by controlling the output torque of the diesel en⁃

gine，and realizes the frequency regulation. The ex⁃
citation regulator detects the voltage signal and
keeps the voltage amplitude of the microgrid stable
by regulating the excitation voltage of the synchro⁃
nous generator. Diesel power generator system
maintains the quality of microgrid AC bus voltage
by closed-loop control of voltage frequency and am⁃
plitude.

Fig. 3 shows the mathematical model of diesel
engine speed regulation system，where ωref and ω
are the speed reference and actual speed，respective⁃
ly. Tm is the mechanical torque. T1，T2 and T3 are
the time constants of the controller. k is the propor⁃
tional parameter of governor. T4，T5 and T6 are the
time constants of accelerator actuator. Td is the en⁃
gine lag time.

Fig.4 shows the mathematical model of excita⁃
tion regulation system. In Fig.4，Uref，U and U f are
the voltage reference，the actual voltage and the ex⁃
citation voltage，respectively. Ta and Tb are the time
constants of the phase compensator. ke，Te，kf and
Tf are the proportional parameter of excitation regu⁃
lator，the time constant of the excitation regulator，
the differential parameter of the excitation stabilizer
and the time constant of excitation stabilizer，respec⁃
tively.

Fig.2 Control diagram of diesel power generation system

Fig.1 Structure of microgrid system

Fig.3 Mathematical model of diesel engine speed regula⁃
tion system

Fig.4 Mathematical model of excitation regulation system
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1. 2 Photovoltaic power generation system

The photovoltaic power generation system con⁃
verts solar radiant energy into electrical energy un⁃
der the photovoltaic effect. The output power of
photovoltaic cells is non-linear under the influence
of light intensity， junction temperature and load.
The P-V curve has the maximum power point，and
MPPT is used to improve the generation efficiency.
As shown in Fig.5，the photovoltaic power genera⁃
tion system adopts a two-stage topology，where
Upv，Ipv，Udc，Ug and Ig are the terminal voltage of
the photovoltaic array，the output current of photo⁃
voltaic array，the DC side voltage of the inverter，
the AC bus voltage and the grid-connected current，
respectively.

The front-stage boost circuit increases the ter⁃
minal voltage of the photovoltaic array，and MPPT
is used to control the output power. MPPT control
adopts disturbance observation method to detect the
change of output voltage and current of photovoltaic
array in real time and adjust the duty ratio of driving
signal.

The DC/AC stage realizes grid-connected con⁃
trol，the DC into alternating current，through the fil⁃
ter circuit access to the AC bus. The mathematical
model of inverter in the dq coordinate system is

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

L
did
dt = ud- ed- Rid+ ωLiq

L
diq
dt = uq- eq- Riq+ ωLid

(1)

The voltage and current double closed-loop de⁃
coupling control diagram is shown in Fig. 6，where
V *
dc and Vdc are the DC voltage reference and actual

DC voltage. i*q and iq are the q-axis current reference
and actual q-axis current. i*d and id are the d-axis cur⁃
rent reference and actual d-axis current. eq and ed are

the feedforward q-axis voltage and d-axis voltage. vq
and vd are the q-axis and the d-axis voltages of in⁃
verters. KuI and KuP are the proportional and integral
parameters of the voltage loop. K iI and K iP are the
proportional and integral parameters of the current
loop.

1. 3 Wind power generation system

The wind energy is utilized to drive the blades
of the wind turbine to rotate to generate mechanical
energy，which drives the doubly-fed induction gen⁃
erator（DFIG）to rotate. The gearbox regulates the
speed of the wind turbine and DFIG，and the me⁃
chanical energy is converted into electrical energy
output through DFIG. The AC excitation converter
consists of two back-to-back PWM converters，and
the grid-side converter adopts voltage and current
double closed-loop control. The wind power genera⁃
tion system is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7，nw and nr
denote the speeds of fan and DFIG. Pwind is the me⁃
chanical energy generated by the fan. Ps and Qs are
the active and reactive power outputs of the DFIG
stator. f1 and fr are the frequencies of microgrid and
DFIG. Pr and Qr are the active and reactive powers
absorbed by the DFIG rotor. Pg and Qg are the ac⁃
tive and reactive power inputs of the microgrid.

Fig.5 Structure of two-stage photovoltaic power generation
system

Fig.6 Control diagram of double closed-loop decoupling of
inverters

Fig.7 Structure block of doubly fed wind power generation
system
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The mechanical power of the wind turbine is

Pwind =
1
2 Cp ( β,λ ) ρπR2V 3

ω (2)

where ρ，R，λ，β，ω，Cp（β，λ），Vω are the air den⁃
sity，the fan radius，the blade tip speed ratio，the
pitch angle，the wind wheel speed，the wind energy
utilization coefficient，and the air velocity，respec⁃
tively. The active power and reactive power emitted
by the stator are

ì
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ï
ï
ï
ï

P s =
3
2
Lm
L s
U s i rd

Q s =-
3
2 ( )Lm
L s
U s i rq+

U 2
s

L sω 1

(3)

where Lm denotes the mutual inductance in stator
winding，Ls the inductance of the stator winding，
Us the microgrid voltage，and ω1 the frequency of
microgrid. i rd and i rq are the d-axis current and q-axis
current at the rotor side.

1. 4 Load system

In recent years，permanent magnet synchro⁃
nous motor（PMSM）has been widely used in indus⁃
try such as pumps and fans，which has the advantag⁃
es of soft start，smooth speed regulation and low
harmonic pollution. The motor load system is estab⁃
lished to simulate the characteristics of the main
power load in the microgrid system. Fig.8 is the con⁃
trol diagram of the permanent magnet motor servo
speed regulating system， which adopts double
closed-loop control of speed and current. In Fig. 8，
ia，ib and ic are the three-phase currents，nref and n
the motor speed reference and actual speed，iqref and
idref the q-axis current reference and d-axis current
reference，uq and ud the q-axis and the d-axis voltag⁃
es of inverters，and sa，sb and sc the drive signals.
Space vector pulse width modulation（SVM） is ad⁃
opted in the system.

In general，for ideal pump type load，the load
torque and speed are quadratic. However，the pump
works in a liquid environment actually，so in the
starting process and low speed operation，it needs
to overcome great fluid resistance. In addition，it al⁃
so needs to overcome certain resistance in stable op⁃
eration. The relationship between load torque TL
and speed n is about 1.5 power function in stable op⁃
eration. Its load torque characteristics are shown in
Fig.9.

In the simulation modelling analysis，the resis⁃
tive load and series RLC load are used to represent
the active and reactive loads，respectively，for other
equipment.

2 Energy Storage Unit with VSG
Technology

When the unbalance between the supply and
demand of active and reactive power in the mi⁃
crogrid system causes frequency and voltage offset
rating problems，the energy storage unit can play an
important role in suppressing the power fluctuation.
The energy storage unit adopts a two-stage struc⁃
ture，and the front stage is connected to the grid
through a full bridge converter. Because the rated
voltage of the battery is low，the three-phase PWM
rectifier is a Boost-type converter. Charging needs
Buck converter for power conversion， discharge
with Boost for power conversion. Therefore， the
post-stage adopts Buck/Boost bi-directional convert⁃
er to connect the battery. Fig. 10 shows the circuit
topology of the energy storage unit. va，vb，vc are
three-phase voltages of the microgrid. LS and RS are

Fig.9 Load torque characteristic curve of electric pump

Fig.8 Control block of permanent magnet motor servo
speed control system
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the inductors and additional resistors of grid-connect⁃
ed filtering，respectively. Q1—Q6 are full bridge cir⁃
cuit switches. Q7 and Q8 are post-stage DC/DC cir⁃
cuit switches. C1 and C2 are the voltage stabilizing
capacitances.

In order to make the energy storage module
have inertia and damping to support the microgrid，
the VSG algorithm is adopted in the front stage bidi⁃
rectional AC/DC converter. VSG algorithm intro⁃
duces the synchronous generator mathematical mod⁃
el into the converter control algorithm，which can
simulate the frequency and voltage regulation char⁃
acteristics of the synchronous motor.

The control block diagram is shown in Fig.11.
In the two-stage structure of the energy storage
unit，the DC side voltage is stabilized by the front
stage，and the primary voltage regulation function is
realized. i is the AC input current. v is the voltage of
microgrid. Vdcref and Vdc are the reference and actual
values of the DC voltage. Tm is the virtual mechani⁃
cal torque. Te is the virtual electromagnetic torque. J
is the virtual moment of inertia. Dp is virtual damp⁃
ing coefficient. Qref and Q are the reference and actu⁃
al value of reactive power respectively. K is the reac⁃
tive power regulation coefficient. M fif is the virtual
excitation parameter. vref is the reference value of the
effective value of the microgrid voltage. Kv is the

voltage-reactive power regulation factor. Kp and K i

are the proportional and integral parameters of the
voltage loop. PWM denotes pulse-width modula⁃
tion. RMS denotes root mean square. PLL denotes
phase locked loop. The VSG algorithm is

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

J
d2θ
dt 2 = T e - Tm - D p

dθ
dt

-1
Ks

[ Q ref - Q+ K v ( v- v ref ) ]=M f i f

(4)

The primary frequency regulation is introduced
into the post-stage bidirectional DC/DC converter
to support the active power of the microgrid. The
battery can be charged and discharged with constant
current or constant power according to different
needs. Charging current in constant current mode is
set as

I *L = ILref + ( )K f +
K fi

s
( fg - f r ) (5)

where I *L is the given value of charging current，ILref
the charging current reference value， fr the mi⁃
crogrid frequency reference，and fg the microgrid fre⁃
quency. Kf and Kfi are the frequency modulation pro⁃
portional and integral parameters of the energy stor⁃
age unit. When the integral parameter is introduced
to make the total output power of the power supply
fail to meet the load demand，the energy storage
unit can provide more power.

3 Working State and Simulation
Analysis of Independent Mi⁃
crogrid System

Based on the MATLAB/Simulink platform，a
model of the microgrid system is built，as shown in
Fig.12， to verify the stable operation of the mi⁃
crogrid system under different modes. The system

Fig.11 Control diagram of VSG algorithm Fig.12 Simulation model of microgrid system

Fig.10 Topology of energy storage unit
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works in different modes under different natural en⁃
vironment and battery state of charge.

3. 1 Mode 1

When the intensity of wind and light is weak
and the renewable energy generation system almost
provides no electric energy，the electric energy re⁃
quired by microgrid is provided by the diesel engine
generation system and energy storage unit，and the
battery works in the discharge mode. If the battery
state of charge（SOC）reaches the lower limit，SOC<
SOCmin，the battery cannot discharge and only the
diesel engine supplies electricity at this time.

Initially，the diesel engine runs with an active
load of 30 kW. When t=5 s，the active load increas⁃
es by 10 kW，and the microgrid frequency drops.
Fig. 13 shows the frequency and voltage magnitude
waveform of the microgrid. After a sudden load in⁃
crease，the frequency immediately drops to about
0.15 Hz，and then returns to 50 Hz after about 5 s.
When t=10 s，the inductive reactive power load of
10 kW is increased to simulate the voltage drop of
microgrid. After the sudden increase of reactive
load，the voltage drops instantly about 2.5 V，and
the voltage recovers after about 2 s.

3. 2 Mode 2

When the renewable energy is sufficient and
the total electric energy provided is higher than the
load demand，there will be surplus system energy in
addition to the supply to the load. If the battery is
not fully charged，i. e. SOC < SOCmax，the energy
storage unit works under the charging mode and
transmits part of the electric energy to the battery
for storage. If the battery has reached the maximum

state of charge，the energy storage unit does not
work. At the same time， the photovoltaic power
generation system or wind power generation system
should be changed from the MPPT mode to the con⁃
stant power mode.

To verify the supporting effect of energy stor⁃
age unit on the voltage and frequency of the mi⁃
crogrid，the diesel engine was set to work in the
open-loop mode with the rated output power of
40 kW. The wind power system and photovoltaic
power system both output power 30 kW. The ener⁃
gy storage unit works under the charging mode，and
the charging power is 20 kW. Meanwhile，80 kW
active load is connected as well.

When t=1 s，the system runs steadily. Due to
the open-loop operation of the diesel engine，the in⁃
ductance in the line and the coil in the motor，the ac⁃
tual load is inductive and the voltage is lower than
the rated value. When t=1.5 s，the energy storage
unit enables droop algorithm. The reactive power
output of the energy storage unit makes up for the
perceptual reactive power missing in part of the sys⁃
tem，and the voltage amplitude of the microgrid ris⁃
es. At t=2.5 s，10 kW active load is removed to
simulate the frequency drop of the microgrid. At this
point，the frequency-active droop algorithm of the
energy storage unit responds，and the battery reduc⁃
es its own charging power to compensate the re⁃
quired active power. As shown in Fig. 14，the mi⁃
crogrid frequency gradually rises under the action of
droop algorithm. The output active power and reac⁃
tive power of the energy storage unit are shown in
Fig. 15. The current waveforms of the energy stor⁃
age unit are shown in Figs.16，17. The current
changes smoothly with the drooping instruction.

Fig.13 Waveform of microgrid voltage magnitude and
frequency under Mode 1

Fig.14 Waveform of microgrid voltage magnitude and
frequency under Mode 2
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3. 3 Mode 3

When the total electric energy provided by re⁃
newable energy and diesel engine does not meet the
load demand，if the battery SOC > SOCmin，the en⁃
ergy storage unit works in the discharge mode. If
SOC < SOCmin，the battery does not support dis⁃
charge. To maintain the normal operation of the mi⁃
crogrid，the secondary load needs to be removed.

The diesel engine is set to work in open loop-

mode and the rated output power is 40 kW. Wind
power system and photovoltaic power system out⁃
put 30 kW power，respectively. The energy storage
unit works in the discharge mode，and the discharge
power is 20 kW，in which 120 kW active load is
connected.

When t =1 s，the system runs steadily. When
t=1.5 s，the energy storage unit enables droop algo⁃

rithm. The reactive power output of the energy stor⁃
age unit makes up for the perceptual reactive power
missing in part of the system. As shown in Fig.18，
the voltage amplitude of the microgrid rises. When
t=2.5 s，10 kW active load is removed to simulate
the frequency drop of the microgrid. At this point，
the frequency-active droop algorithm of the energy
storage unit responds，and the battery increases the
discharge power to compensate the required active
power. As shown in Fig.18，the microgrid frequen⁃
cy gradually rises under the action of droop algo⁃
rithm. The output active power and reactive power
of the energy storage unit are shown in Fig.19. The
output current waveform of the energy storage unit
is shown in Fig. 20. The current changes smoothly
with the droop instruction.

Fig.15 Waveform of active power and reactive power of
energy storage unit under Mode 2

Fig.16 Current waveform of energy storage unit under
Mode 2

Fig.17 Enlarged current waveform of energy storage unit
under Mode 2

Fig.18 Waveform of microgrid voltage magnitude and
frequency under Mode 3

Fig.19 Waveform of active power and reactive power of
energy storage unit under Mode 3

Fig.20 Waveform of current of energy storage unit under
Mode 3
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4 Experimental Results

In order to verify the response and support func⁃
tion of the energy storage unit using virtual synchro⁃
nous generator technology to the frequency and volt⁃
age of microgrid，experiments are carried out by us⁃
ing CHROMA programmable three-phase AC pow⁃
er supply and a virtual synchronous rectifier. Limit⁃
ed by the power supply，the input AC voltage is
110 V，the energy storage unit works in the charg⁃
ing mode，and the steady-state power is 5 kW.

In order to verify the response and support func⁃
tion of the active power-frequency droop algorithm
of the energy storage unit to the voltage frequency
of the microgrid，the step value of voltage frequency
is 0.25 Hz，and the sudden change of active power
of energy storage unit with voltage frequency is
2.5 kW. As shown in Fig.21，the active power and
current can change rapidly and steadily with the
change of the microgrid frequency，and the frequen⁃
cy of the energy storage unit can quickly track the
change. As shown in Figs. 22，23，when the power
grid frequency increases from 49.75 Hz to 50.25 Hz
and decreases from 50.25 Hz to 49.75 Hz，the ac⁃
tive power can respond quickly and takes about
80 ms. In order to verify the response and support
function of the reactive power-voltage droop algo⁃
rithm of the energy storage unit to the microgrid
voltage，the step change of the microgrid voltage is
set to 11 V（110 V×10%），and the reactive power
output is 0 kVar. The sudden change value of the re⁃
active power of the energy storage unit with the volt⁃
age is 5 kVar. As shown in Fig. 24，when the mi⁃
crogrid voltage rises to 121 V，the energy storage
unit emits capacitive reactive power 5 kVar. As
shown in Fig.25，when the voltage drops to 99 V，

the energy storage unit emits inductive reactive pow⁃
er 5 kVar. Reactive power can change rapidly with
the change of microgrid voltage. In the process of
voltage and reactive power change，the active pow⁃
er and the frequency of the energy storage unit re⁃
turn to the initial value after a small fluctuation，
which remains basically unchanged.

5 Conclusions

A multi-source independent microgrid system
is studied in this paper. The diesel generator is used
as the main power source to maintain the stability of

Fig.21 Experimental result when microgrid frequency step
changes

Fig.22 Experimental results when microgrid frequency step
changes from 49.75 Hz to 50.25 Hz

Fig.23 Experimental results when microgrid frequency step
changes from 50.25 Hz to 49.75 Hz

Fig.24 Experimental results when microgrid voltage step
changes from 110 V to 121 V

Fig.25 Experimental result when microgrid voltage step
changes from 121 V to 99 V
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the voltage and frequency of the microgrid，the ener⁃
gy storage unit adopts the VSG technology to sup⁃
port the microgrid together with the main power
source，and photovoltaic and wind power systems
work under the MPPT mode. Based on MATLAB/
Simulink，the simulation model of multi-source mi⁃
crogrid system is built to verify the reliability of inde⁃
pendent microgrid system and the supporting func⁃
tion of energy storage unit under different working
modes. The response and support function of the en⁃
ergy storage unit to the voltage and frequency of the
microgrid system is also verified by experiments.
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采用虚拟同步机技术的多源独立微网建模与实现

陈 星 1，钱胜南 2，李 飞 1，葛朝晖 1，曹 鑫 2

（1.中建中环工程有限公司，南京 211100，中国；2.南京航空航天大学自动化学院，南京 211106，中国）

摘要：为提高孤立岛屿、偏远地区等电力设施建设薄弱地方的生活水平、用电经济性和环保性，研究了一种多源

独立微网系统，包含柴油发电机、光伏发电系统、风力发电系统和储能单元。同时，为实现多源微网交流母线电

压和频率的稳定控制，在储能单元中引入虚拟同步机技术，将储能电池的充放电控制模拟成为具有同步电机的

控制行为特征，从而为多源微网提供阻尼和惯量支撑。分析了各子系统的运行方式和控制原理，给出了虚拟同

步机的算法原理与储能单元的控制方法，以及不同环境条件下微网系统工作模式。基于MATLAB/Simulink搭

建多源微网系统仿真模型，仿真结果表明：微网系统在不同工作模式下可稳定运行，采用虚拟同步机技术的储能

单元可以为微网系统提供良好的电压和频率支撑。实验验证了储能单元对微网系统电压和频率的响应和支撑

功能。

关键词：独立微网；风/光/柴储；虚拟同步机；建模
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